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If (a, Z, p) is a general measure space, where X is a %ring, let L*(Z) be the 
corresponding Lebesgue space. One of the authors has defined and studied 
the properties of the (generalized) conditional expectation E* on L’(Z) relative 
to a S-ring A C B which reduces to the classical case when these &rings are 
o-algebras and p is finite (cf. N. Dinculeanu, J. Multivariate Anal. 1(1971), 347- 
364). In this paper contractive projections on the space U’(B), 1 < p < cc 
are characterized in terms of the (generalized) conditional expectations under 
varying hypotheses for: (i) the general contractive projections, (ii) contractive 
positive projections, (iii) contractive averaging operators, and (iv) a brief analog 
of these operators on Lx”(Z) of X-valued functions, where X is a Banach space. 
In this treatment, when specialized classes of projections are concerned, the 
corresponding hypotheses on these operators are progressively weakened. This 
work extends most of the earlier studies on these problems, known to the 
authors, in the context of the Lebesgue spaces. 
The concept of conditional expectation is fundamental for a large part of 
Probability Theory, but it is also closely related to such transformations as 
the averaging (and Reynolds) operators that occur naturally in the theory of 
turbulence and statistical mechanics. An understanding of the structure of 
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these operators is important for their use and further developments in these 
theories. The first detailed analysis of this problem appears in [9], and then 
a more functional analytic point of view was taken, for a slightly specialized 
class of operators, in [14]. The close relation between these operators with 
contractive projections was then made clear and an analysis of such projections 
on P-spaces was undertaken in [5, 10, 11. Thus far the underlying measure 
space was finite, reflecting the probabilistic beginnings of the problem. However, 
the turbulence aspect of the study implies (and this was explicitly emphasized 
in many of his works by J. KampC de Feriet [7]) that the measure space should 
be allowed to be nonfinite. Thus some of the above results were generalized 
in [6, 15, 2, 111. As seen from these studies, the characterization problems 
are difficult, reflecting the involved nature of the concept of conditional 
expectations. A comprehensive analysis of these matters appears in a unified 
treatment in [12]. 
In all the above studies, the basic measure space (Q, 2, CL) is such that LY 
is a u-algebra of subsets of Q. However, in the recent detailed study in [8], 
it was pointed out that a substantially large class of problems in analysis, 
including some in the theory of stochastic processes, has the (Q, Z, p) such 
that TV is nonfinite and .E is a a-ring and not necessarily a u-algebra. This changes 
the problem nontrivially, and now it is even necessary to define conditional 
expactations more carefully (since the Radon-Nikodym theorem is not available 
any more), and to explore the relations. Such a general definition is given in [4], 
and the basic properties established. (See also [13] and [16] where u-rings Z, 
instead of u-algebras, were considered.) In this paper we shall utilize the general 
concept for S-rings and prove some characterization theorems for contractive 
projections and averaging operators to be conditional expectations. The new 
conditions needed in these characterizations, when compared with the u-ring 
or algebra situation, will clarify and illuminate this whole circle of ideas as 
well as the earlier work. It is useful to note here that, if (Q, Z, p) is an arbitrary 
measure space, Z,, = (A E Z, p(A) < co} and Zr = u(Z,,) C Z, the u-ring 
generated by .ZO , then it is not difficult to see that Lp(Q, 2, ,u) and P(Q, Zr , p), 
1 < p < co, contain the same elements and, if the null sets of Z are added 
to Z1, can be identified. Also Z0 is a &ring here and has other properties. 
In what follows we consider, on the other hand, a a-ring 2 and a measure 
p:.ZeR+, as the basic elements with no further restrictions, which thus 
appears to be the most general framework. The needed measure theoretical 
concepts will be taken from [3] where the u-rings or algebras are not assumed, 
unless it was necessary for a result. A brief summary of the results obtained 
is as follows. (All the terms used will be defined in the text.) 
After recalling some preliminary concepts in the next section, we introduce 
the D-spaces on (Q, Z, CL) and prove a characterization of subspaces of Lp of 
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the form LP(Q, A, p) where A C ,Z is also a a-ring (Theorems 3 and 4) in 
Section 2. We then establish (Section 3, Theorems 5 and 6) general characteriza- 
tions of contractive (positive) projections on L”-spaces to be conditional 
expectations. The second result is a specialization of the first one, but has a 
different set of conditions, particularly in the L1-case. Finally in Section 4, 
we treat the averaging operators and prove a general characterization (Theo- 
rems 8 and 9). Some remarks on an extension of the results for vector-valued 
LP-functions conclude the study. Throughout only Lr-spaces are considered 
here. When once the problem is understood in this case, the results can be 
extended to the more general function spaces Lo, as in [12] and generalizing 
the latter study. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
The concepts and notations to be used here generally follow [3]. Thus a 
measure space (Q, .Z, p) consists of a set Q, a &ring Z (i.e., closed under finite 
unions, differences and countable intersections), and a measure ~1: Z h R+ 
which is complete (i.e., NE Z, p(N) = 0 implies, for every A C N, A E Z). 
Let &,e = {A C Sa : A n E E 2 for all E E Z}, so that it is a u-algebra. Define 
,u* : &,e ++ 8+, as p*(A) = sup&(B) : B CA, B E Z}, A E Z;,, . Then p* is 
a measure [3]. Let N(Z) = JV = (NE ZrO, : p*(N) = O}. Hence JV is the 
a-ideal of p-negligible sets, so that p(N n A) = 0 for all A E 2: We call X 
the class of Z-negligible sets, though a more appropriate term would be the 
locally p (or .Z)-negligible sets, to conform with other [17] terminology. Set 
,&,,, = &&V, i.e., the factor u-algebra which is the set of equivalence classes 
A of sets A E &,e mod(M). The sets of &:loc will be called Z-measurable, 
and thus all concepts of Z-measurability are understood in terms of Z;,, , 
as in [3]. (“Supp” stands for “support” in what follows). 
For 1 < p < co, let Lp(Z) be the space of real Z-measurable functions 
vanishing outside a sequence of sets of 27, and which are limits a.e. (Z), and also 
of p-mean, of sequences of Z-step functions. If A C ZI is a &ring containing 
all the Z-null sets of Z (i.e., JV is contained in the A-locally null class), then 
LP(A) CLp(Z) for 1 < p < co, and the inclusion is an isometric embedding, 
where the usual metric given by the seminorm in LP(Z) is used here. In general, 
Aroc and Z;,, are not comparable (even though each Z-negligible set is 
A-negligible), so that L”(A) and L”(Z) are also not comparable. However, if 
sup{A : A E A} = r;” then L”(A) CLm(Z). (L”(Z) = (f : fpA is in ordinary 
L”(a(Z)), all A E Z}.), (vA being the indicator function of A). 
If f : B t+ R is Z-measurable such that fpA ELI(Z) for each A E A (thus 
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f is A-locally integrable) then any A-measurable gf : Q I+ R satisfying 
such that sup{A : A E A, A C G} = G where G = supp(gf), is called a condi- 
tional expectation off relative to A. It was shown in [4] that gf is essentially 
unique when it exists, and that it exists if f ED(Z), 1 < p < co, and the 
same is true if p = 00 also, provided (52, Z, p) is localizable in addition. [Recall 
that (Q, Z, CL) is localizable if every subfamily of &, has a supremum in zrO, . 
See [17] for a discussion of this concept.] Thus the mapping EA : f  H g, is 
well defined, and is a linear contractive positive projection (also denoted E(* 1 (1), 
and EA(.)). EA has many of the properties of the corresponding operator when 
A, 2 are u-algebras, but sometimes additional hypotheses are needed to 
compensate for the &ring case. (For proofs of these and other properties of EA, 
see [4].) 
With this background information, we shall proceed to find conditions for 
some characterizations of subclasses of contractive projections on Lp(.E), p > 1, 
to coincide with conditional expectations. 
2. MEASURABLE SUBSPACES OF Ls(,Z) 
For all the analysis in this paper, it is necessary to find conditions on a 
subspace of ,!P(z) to be of the form D(A) for some s-ring A C Z. They are 
called measurable subspaces. 
We start with the following: 
LEMMA 1. Let 0JC L”(Z) be an algebra which satisfies the condition {f,,} C 02, 
I fn I d K < co, as., mdf, + f a.e. implies f E a. Then for every locally bounded 
Bore1 function u : R N R with u(0) = 0, and for every g E 12, we have u 0 g E 0. 
In particular, Oz is a lattice. If, moreover, 1 E 0& then the above conclusions hold 
without the hypothesis u(0) = 0. 
Proof. The last part of this result was proved in [6, p. 201. The first part 
can be proved by a similar argument which we include for completeness. 
Thusletl$@,O#ggE,and]gJ <K=JJgJj,.Let 
Zg = {(h : [-A, K] H R) : h bounded, h(0) = 0, and h 0 g E G}. (1) 
Clearly Zg is an algebra, and it is also easily seen that X0 is closed under 
pointwise convergence of bounded sequences due to the condition on 0?. But 
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ZU contains polynomials vanishing at 0, so that it also contains all bounded 
Bore1 functions vanishing at 0. Hence, if u : R M R is a locally bounded Bore1 
function, then h = u ) E---K, k], the restriction (to the bounded interval), is 
in ZQ so that ?I 0 g = h 0 g E GE If u(t) = 1 t /, in particular, we get with g, 
/ g ) is in ol, and hence it is a lattice, as asserted. 
The spaces D(Z) are complete seminormed spaces [3]. Then the S-ring 2 
can be characterized as Z = (A : vA EL”(Z)), when p(Q) < co and 1 < p < co. 
To determine the measurable subspaces of LP(z), we first determine the sub 
&rings of Z as follows. Hereafter a subspace is a linear manifold. 
LEMMA 2. Let Y CLP(Z), 1 < p < co be a closed subspace. If  A = 
(A : p,., E 2?}, then A is a ring whenever either (a) 2’ is a lattice, or (b) the bounded 
elements of 9 form an algebra. Moreover, if {fn) C 8, 1 f,, 1 < g, g E LP(Z) and 
fn -+ f  a.e., implies f  E 9, then A is a &ring for 1 < p < co, and is a u-ring 
in case p = co. 
Proof. The first part is immediate. In fact, under (a) or (b), if A, B E A, 
then 
so that A n B E A. Consequently, 
PAN = PA - VA~B E 29 V.~UB = p)a + %\A E -E”, 
and A\BEY, AU BEG. Thus A is a ring. 
Let now A, E A, A, \ A. Then, with the additional hypothesis, since 
VA) vAsandp A, < P)~~(ELP(Z)), vA E 9 so that A E A. Thus A is a king. 
If p = co, and A, t A, A, E A, then VA* TVA . But TAN < l(eLm(Z)), so 
vA E 9 and A E A. Thus A is a u-ring, as was to be proved. 
We now characterize measurable subspaces of LP(2), in the following two 
results. 
THEOREM 3. Let 2’ CLP(Z), 1 < p < co be a closed subspace. If A = 
(A E 22 : qua E Y}, then A is a king and 9 = Lp(A), in either of the following 
cases : 
(i) 2’ is a lattice, and if f  E 9, A = supp( f) then A C uzSh, A, , A, E A. 
(ii) 9 is a lattice, and f E Y implies min(1, f) E PEP. 
whicr;j dLyy; 2 
CO, 1 E 9, and the bounded functions of 2’ form an algebra 
Proof. It is clear that (cf. Lemma 2) A is a &ring in all the cases. Then 
every step function f = & a@.,, , Ai E A, is in 9, and hence their closure 
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P(A) C 2’ since the latter is cIosed. We now prove the opposite inclusion in 
each case. [Below “iff” stands for “if and only if”.] 
(i) Let f~ 2. We show that, under the hypothesis, f is A-measurable 
so that f  E D(A) and hence 9 CD(A) follows. It suffices to consider 0 < f E 9, 
by the lattice property of 9, i.e., f  E 9’ iff f+, f  - E 8. Thus consider for any 
n>l,g,=min[n(f-UT)+ q] f A , A, or any a > 0, AEA. Theng,EY, and 
g, t go and g, G 94~ 2). S ince 2 is closed and p < 03, this implies go E 9. 
But go = Q where B = (w : f  (w) - apA > O}. Thus B E A so that fp,., 
is A-measurable for any A E A. On the other hand, the support off is covered 
by a sequence {An} C A where we may assume A, t. Hence fvAn is cl-measurable 
for each n. Since fpA, + f a.e., it follows that f  is A-measurable and hence 
f  ELP(A), or, D(n) C 2, as asserted. 
(ii) Again it suffices to consider 0 < f  E 2’. Let, for any a > 0, A = 
(0 : f  (w) > a>. Sincep < co,weseethatp(A) < cg. Letg =f - min(f, a) 30, 
(>0 on A). If gn = min(1, ng), then g, E Y and g, f vA . But vA ED(Z) and 
since 9 is closed ‘pa E 22’ so that A E A for every a > 0. Thus f is A-measurable, 
and f  ED(A). Hence 8 CD(A), as before. 
(iii) We first note that, under the present hypothesis, GZ satisfies the 
conditions of Lemma 1. In fact, p*(Q) < co, 1 E GY, and let (fn} C a be a 
bounded sequence such that f,, -+ f  a.e. Hence by the bounded convergence 
theorem, f  ED’(Z). The closure of Y implies f  E 9. Since fn is bounded, 
so is f  and hence f  E @. Thus the algebra 02 satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 1, 
so that it is a lattice. Since its closure is 9, it is also a lattice and 1 E 9 so 
that Q E A. Consequently, the hypothesis of (i) is trivially satisfied, and we 
conclude that Y = D’(A) here also. This completes the proof, 
Remark. The assumption that p*(Q) < co in (iii) can be relaxed as follows, 
and the conclusion still holds: 
(iii’) There exists a famiZy of dis@int sets: {A, , 01 EI) CA, p(A,) < 00 
for each OL E I, with uOiEI A, = a, ((Pi,, 01 E I} C 9, and the bounded functions 
form a norm dense algebra in 9. 
For, if Z(A,), A(A,) are the trace S-rings, then it is easy to see that Q(Z) = 
Cae~ 0 LpGWJ), and 2 = Care1 0 -Ep(A,>, where Z(A,) = ~~~9. Since 
1 G -P(AJ, p(A,J < 00, (iii) applies to this set and P(A,) = LP(A(A,)) so 
that Lp(A) = Cop1 0 Lp(A(A,)) = 2, as asserted. 
The analog of the preceding result for L”(Z) can be stated as follows: 
THEOREM 4. Let 8 CL”(Z) be a subalgebra which is closed under pointwise 
convergence (Za.e.) of bounded sequences. Then A = {A E Z : pA E 2) is a 
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u-ring and 9 CL”(A). If also f E 2 for every f E L”(Z), such that fvA E 2 for 
every A e A, then 9 = L”(A). 
Proof. By Lemma 1, 9 is a lattice and by Lemma 2, fl is a a-ring. An 
identical argument of the proof of (i) of the above theorem shows that for 
any A E (I, 0 < f  E _Ep, the fvA is A-measurable. Since 9 is a lattice and A E (1 
is arbitrary, this implies f is A-measurable. But j f / < I/f /Im except for a 
Z-negligible and hence also cl-negligible set. So f~L@+l) and 9 CL”(A). 
To prove the opposite inclusion, under the additional hypothesis, we remark 
first that every step function xi”=, aipAt , Ai E A, of L”(A) is in 8. Let now 
f ELm(A), and A E fl. Then fvA is A-measurable so that it is a limit (A-a.e.) 
of a sequence fn , of step functions, of the above form with /f* 1 < j f 1 yA . 
Since fn E 9, and 9 is closed under such limits, faA E 9. Since A is arbitrary, 
the extra condition implies f E 9 so that L”(A) C 9, as asserted. 
Since every u-algebra is a a-ring, and not conversely, it is clear that additional 
conditions are needed in the above two results if a-rings are to be replaced 
by a-algebras everywhere. For such a result and for comparison, in the context 
of Lo-spaces, see [12, Theorem 11.2.51. 
We now use these results in analyzing the structure of certain classes of 
projections on the Lp(.Z)-spaces and relate them to conditional expectations. 
3. CONTRACTIVE PROJECTIONS 
Let L*(Z) be the space on a measure space (Q, Z, p) as above. We first prove 
the following characterization from which other specializations (and improve- 
ments) will be made. We shall give a direct proof, and then also include a 
sketch of an alternate proof obtainable from several other results. In what 
follows, an operator means a continuous linear mapping, and projection is 
an idempotent operator. 
THEOREM 5. Let E : Lp(Z) F+ Le(Z), 1 < p < co be a contractive projection 
and let A C .Z be a S-ring such that ELP(Z) = Lp(A). Then E = EA, if either 
(i) 1 < p < CO, OY (ii) p = 1 and one of the two conditions below holds: 
(4 E(vAf) = vAE(f ), f ELV), A E 4 
(b) sup(A : A E A} = 0. 
Proof. It is clear that E* is a contractive projection on Lp(Z) t+ Lp(A). 
If 1 < p < ok, then L@(Z) is a smooth (and rotund) reflexive Banach space and 
LP(A) is a closed subspace. Hence by [ll, Prop. 11.4.21 or [2, Theorem 61 
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D(A) can be the range of at most one contractive projection. Thus E = E* 
holds, proving (i). 
(ii) Consider the case p = 1. We first note that, in the classical case 
where 2 and A are a-algebras and &2) < co, 1 ED(A) and so El = 1. Then 
both (a) and (b) are automatically satisfied. In fact, in this case, one first 
establishes condition (a) and then E*va = vA , A E A, from which E = EA 
can be deduced [lo, p. 1041. Here E* is the adjoint of E. We shall give a proof 
in the general case (using the classical case). 
Suppose (a) holds. Let A EA so that p(A) < co, and consider the space 
L1(A, Z) of functions of P(Z) vanishing off A. This space can be identified 
in a natural way with L1(A, Z(A), ~1~) where Z(A) is the trace of Z on A and 
pA = p(A n *), the restriction of TV to .X(A). Similarly P(A, C) is identified 
with L”(A, Z(A), pA). Then L”(A, Z) s (Ll(A, Z))*, the adjoint space. By 
hypothesis (a), E(U(A, Z)) CU(A, 2) so that EA = E 1 L1(A, Z) is a contractive 
projection operator on this restricted space, and let EA* be its adjoint on 
L”(A, Z). We claim that EA*vA = vA a.e. For, 
II EA*P)A IL d II EA* II - 1 = II EA II < 1, 
so that EA*vA < 1, (Z-a.e.). Let 0 < a < 1 and consider 
B = {w E A : (EARN,&) < a}. 
Then B E Z(A). Since EApA = v* , 
144 = 1, VA dp = 1, Q)AEATA dp = 1, PA*QA) VA 4 
= ~-*PA * EA%A dp + j- VA - EA=%A 6 
A\B 
f UP(B) + PL(A\B) = (a - 1) P(B) + ~(4. (2) 
Hence (a - 1) p(B) > 0, implying p(B) = 0. Consequently EA*qA > a, on A 
(Za.e.). Letting a + 1, we conclude that EA*vA = 1 on A, (2a.e.). Since 
Earn,., EL-(A, Z), we deduce that E,*(PA = P)~ (Z-a.e.). To obtain the final 
conclusion, consider f EG(Z), A E A. Then 
1, (Ef > 4 = I, vb?f I+ = 1, v&yAf > LICL, by hnoth~is, 
= j ,  (E*cp~) * vAf dcL = IA vAf 4, by the preceding proof, 
= s, f dp = 1, (E”f) dp, A E A, (cf. (1) of Section 1). (3) 
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But (Ef) and EAf are A-measurable, and vanish outside a sequence of sets of A, 
so that the extreme integrands in (3) can be identified. Hence Ef = EAf, 
f ELI(Z), as was to be proved. 
Finally, consider (b) so that sup@ : A ~/l> = d. If g ELI(A), and 
G = supp(g), th en we assert again that ELl(G, Z) CP(G, Z) so that 
-WA = FJGEWPG), h E Ll(Z), (4) 
as in the preceding argument. This is immediate from [15, Lemma 31 if (1 
and .E were u-algebras and D(Z) is the ordinary Lebesgue space. In the general 
case, let +I), u(Z) be th e o-rings generated by (1 and Z, and consider Lr(o(Z)) 
andll(@)). Recall thatf EL1(Z)(L1(A)) iff its support lies in u(Z)(u(A)), and is a 
limit in mean of a sequence of Z (or A)-step functions. But each such step 
function is in L1(Z)(L1(A)) so that El(Z) CL1(u(Z))(Ll(J CLr(/l)). From the 
relations between (1, u(A) and 2, u(Z) the II and Z-step functions are norm 
dense in Ll(u(/l)) and Ll(u(C)), respectively. Hence there is equality there. 
But u(Z)(G) is a u-field and E : Ll(u(E)) ++ Ll(u(/l)) is a contractive projection. 
In this new interpretation, the result of [15] applies, and we deduce (4) again. 
We remark that in [15], u-algebras were considered, but we can see that the 
computations (and hence the lemma) hold for u-rings. (See the first part of 
the proof of Theorem 1.1.2 of [12], where such an identification was explicitly 
discussed independently of [15].) This explanation will be utilized in the 
alternate proof below. 
Let A E rl, f ELl(E). Taking g = pA in (4) yields 
Wvr.,) = VA-WPA), f ELI(Z). (5) 
Hence EA = E 1 L1(A, Z) is invariant on Ll(A, Z) as in the case of (a). Thus 
E(vsJ = 9)a 3 in particular. Let EAtA) : Ll(Z(A)) H Ll(A(A)) be the conditional 
expectation, relative to cl(A), on the finite measure space (A, E(A), P~). Also 
EA(A)(v4) = ‘pa. But Z(A) and d(A) are u-fields and EA is a contractive 
projection on L1(A, 2) such that E,pA = E,l = 1 EL~(A, Z(A)), so that, as 
is well-known, EA is a conditional expectation with rangeU(A, A(A)) [5, p. 453; 
10, p. 104; 1, p. 3981. Hence E,, = EAtA). In particular, 
E(vAf) = EhAf) = E“‘%~f) = E%Af ), f cU(aZ), A EA. (6) 
Using now the hypothesis, sup{2 : A E A} = a, we deduce that the support 
of any f in Ll(.Z) is contained in a sequence {A,,} CA which may be taken 
disjoint, so that 
at. (7) 
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Hence 
E(f) = 2 Eh,f) = f w%4,f) = EA(f), f EJW), 
Tl=l VI=1 
and the proof is complete. 
Sketch of the second proof. (i) and ii(a) h ave the same (essentially standard) 
argument and ii(b) will be considered here. In this, we give a proof which does 
not use the result of [15]. We first note that the condition sup{A : A E A} = a 
is equivalent to the existence of a “weak unit” in L1(A) in the sense that 
(yADAl , i E I> C Ll(A) and sup{& : i E 1) = 0. Hence E(pAi) = pADAi , i E I for this 
sequence. Since the L1-norm is absolutely continuous in that /I fqA Ill -+ 0 for 
any A, J 0, A, E .ZY, we can first identify L1(2) and Ll(A) with LI(o(2)) and 
Ll(a(A)), as noted earlier, and apply the proof of the last part of [12, Theo- 
rem 11.2.11 to E : Ll(o(2)) I+ Ll(a(A)). Then the contractivity of E implies 
E = EA, uniquely. Consequently ii(b) follows. 
Remark. Unlike the case of 1 < p < co, Ll(Z) is neither reflexive nor rotund 
or smooth, so that the only hypothesis that E : Ll(Z) I+ Ll(A) is a contractive 
projection (A is only a S-ring) does not generally imply E = E* even when 
(Q, 2, p) is a finite measure space, as the following example shows: 
Let Z={~,A,Q,Q\A}, A ={@,A} and p(A) =&Q-A) =+. Then 
LW = @PA + bQ\A ; a, b E R}, and Ll(A) = (apA , a E R}. Consider the 
mapping E : L1(Z) I-+ L1(A) defined by 
EhJ.4 + b%?\A> = (a + 4 VA * 
Then E is a contractive projection. On the other hand, 
Consequently E # EA. (If Z and A are a-fields and pA localizable, then E = EA 
holds by [12, Corollary 11.2.3.1 
We now give a different characterization of positive contractive projections 
without specifying the range, as in Theorem 5. 
THEOREM 6. Let E : L+C) H LB(Z), 1 <p < 00, be u positive contructive 
projection. If A = {A E .Z : E pA = vA}, then A is a &ring. Moreover, E = EA 
in each of the foL?owing cases: 
(i) 1 < p < co and every f  E ELp(2) vanishes outside a sequence of sets 
in A; in particular, if sup{A : A E A> = 0. 
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(ii) p = 1, andsup{A:AEA) =8. 
(iii) E also satisfies (/ Ef Jjm < /If /Jm for CELL n L*(Z). 
Proof. Let 9’ = EL?‘(Z). Then 9 is a closed subspace ofLP(Z), since E is a 
bounded projection, and E 1 9 = identity. Hence A = (A E Z : ya E A?‘>. But 
E is also a positive contraction, so that 8 is also a lattice. In fact, if f E 8, 
we have - If1 <f< If1 and so --E(lfl) < E(f) =f< E(lfl) by the 
positivity. Hence 
lfl = I WI d ~Tlfl) a.e. (8) 
The contractivity implies 
Ilfll, = II 4711, < II E(lfI)II, G Ilfll, 9 (9) 
so that there must be equality in (8). Thus 1 f [ E Y and it is a lattice. Hence 
by Lemma 2, A is a &ring. 
Suppose now every f in 9 vanishes outside a sequence of sets in A. Then 
by Theorem 3(i), 9 = D(A) and h ence by Theorem 5, E = EA, if 1 < p < co. 
If p = 1 and sup{2 : A E (I} = s”i, then also by Theorem S(ii(b)), E = EA 
holds true. This proves the theorem in cases (i) and (ii). 
Finally, consider (iii) to which our previous computations are not yet 
sufficient. (a) We first want to show that .9 = D(A) again. (b) Next we show 
that E satisfies the relevant hypothesis of Theorem 5 to complete the argumer 
These two parts are given separately for clarity as follows. 
(a) We note that if fe Lp(Z) and If 1 < g, g E 9 then E(I f 1) = 0 implie: 
f=Oa.e.For,letO,</z<g,h=IfI,andE(lz)=O.Theng=E(g)= 
E(g - h) so that [16, Lemma 31, 
II g 1111 = II E(g - WI, < II& - 41, G II g 11s 3 (10) 
since 0 <g - h < g a.e. Hence (10) implies g = g - h a.e., and since 
--co < g < co a.e., it follows that h = 0 a.e., as asserted. 
We now prove that with 0 < f E 2, min(f, 1) E A?, using an idea of Wulbert’s 
(communicated to the first named author). Thus the positivity of E and the 
fact min(f, 1) < f imply 
E(min(f, 1)) d Ef = f. (11) 
But 11 Eu IJco < II u IJm and min(f, 1) EL”‘(Z) so that E(min(f, 1)) < 1, and 
E(min(f, 1)) < min(f, 1) <f, by (11). C onsequently the preceding paragraph 
implies, since 0 < h = min(f, 1) - E(min(f, 1)) <f, (f E 9) and E(h) = 0, 
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h = 0 a.e. Thus min( 1 ,f) E 2’. If f E Y is arbitrary, then f = f + - f - and 
f+,f-ES? so that 
min(f, 1) = min(f+, 1) -f-ELZ. 
Hence by Theorem 3(ii) we conclude that Y = D(A). 
(b) From Theorem 5(i), it follows that E = EA in case 1 < p < co. 
Thus it remains to consider p = 1. We shall now show that Theorem S(iia) 
applies here to yield the desired result. This is nontrivial and we use again 
an idea of [16] in establishing a preliminary simplification, namely, for f eLl(Z) 
and fv,., = 0 for every A E A, we have Ef = 0. 
Thus, for this statement, since 9 is a lattice, we may assume f > 0. Since 
E is also a contraction on L”(Z) n Ll(z‘), the bounded functions of Ll(A) are 
images of bounded functions in U(Z), and these are dense in these respective 
spaces. So we may also assume that f is bounded for this proof, Since Ef E P(A), 
it vanishes outside a sequence {A,} of sets in A, by definition. But fyA, = 0 
for each n. Hence f and Ef have disjoint supports, so that 
Ilf f nE(f )Ilm = max(llf IL $1~ II Ef IL) = 71 II Ef Ilm , (12) 
if n is large enough. On the other hand, 
(n + 1) II Ef llm = II Ef + nEf IL = II E(f + nEf)llm 
G llf + nEf Ilm = n II Ef IL bY (12). 
This can hold only if II Ef Ilm = 0 so that Ef = 0 a.e., as asserted. 
We now prove that E(vA f) = vAE( f), f EU(Z) and A E A. First suppose 
that 0 < f ED(Z) n L”(Z). Let A E A, and suppose also that f vanishes outside 
a set B EA, B r> A. But f < u < co for some a. Then 
UVA = E(WJA) = E(vAf) + E(da - f )). (13) 
Since E(pA f) > 0 and E(pA(u - f)) > 0, both the terms on the right side 
vanish outside of A since the left side has that property. Thus 
E(rp,f) = v,Jhf) and E(v.4@ - f )) = v/P%& - f ))* (14) 
Replacing A by B\A in the above we similarly get 
and another from the second equation of (14) (which is not needed). These 
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two equations imply: if w E A, by (IS), E(rpaia f)(w) = 0; and if w $ A, by (14), 
E(~~f)(w) = 0 = (v*(Ef))(w). Hence for w E A, 
E(vAf)(w) = E(v~f)(w) + E(PB\A~)(w) = E(f)(w) = ~/J(f)(w). (16) 
For w 4 A, the extreme terms in (16) vanish and thus in all cases we have 
WPAf) = ssPE(f>* (17) 
We need to show that (17) holds for allf E Ll(.E) and A E A. So let 0 6 f eLl(Z) 
whose support is contained in a sequence (B,) C A, which can be taken 
increasing and that B, 3 A, all n. Let fn = P)B, min(f, n). Then (17) applies 
to fn and we have 
Alsof, + f and mafia -+ vAf in -W). So E(f,J + E(f) ad E(pAf,) -+ E(yA f) 
in Lr(Z) and a.e. (by considering a subsequence if necessary). Thus E(rp, f) = 
vZ(f 1. If f EWE) is not positive, letting f = f + - f -, the above result 
holds true whenever f vanishes outside a sequence (B,} C A, B, 3 A. 
Finally, let F = supp( f), and f E Ll(,Z) be arbitrary. Then F c a(Z). By [4, 
Lemma 51, there is a GE u(A) such that B E A, and B n G = o imply 
p(B n F) = 0. Let f = kc + fqFiG = fl + fi (say). Then f2qB = 0 for every 
B E A, and so f2p)aqB = 0 also. Thus by the first preliminary simplification 
(cf. (12) above), E(f,) = 0 and E(f2qA) = 0. But by the preceding paragraph, 
since the support of fi is covered by a sequence in A, which may be taken 
to include A (otherwise we only have to consider {A u B,}) so that 
Since E(f,) = 0, we finally deduce 
EbAf) = E(vAfi) + E(v/tf,) = EbAfi) 
= 9JAfl) = P‘4CE(fl) + E(fJl = P‘4E(f )* (20) 
Since A E A is arbitrary, we can apply Theorem S(ii(a)), and conclude E = EA. 
This completes the proof. 
Remurks. 1. Part (iii) was proved in [16], under the hypothesis that, instead 
of the &ring A, the u-ring of sets which are supports of the positive functions 
of 9 was used. 
2. Parts (i) and (ii) were proved in [12] for the function spaces Ln, assuming 
the existence of a generalized weak unit. 
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An extension of the theory to the L”(Z) spaces can be given, with the preceding 
work as follows: 
COROLLARY 7. Let E : L”(Z) + L”(Z) be a positive co&active projection, and 
A = {A E Z : EvA = v~}. Then A is a king and, moreover, E = EA if also 
the following three conditions hold: 
(4 II -5f II1 G Ilf IL , f ELYI=) nL”GQ 
(b) E(fp,J = v#f ), f ELYz) and A E 4 
(c) sup{2 : A E A} = a. 
Proof. Since L’(Z) n L”(Z) is d ense in Ll(Z), (a) implies that the restriction 
E1 of E, to this subset of Ll(Z), has a unique norm-preserving extension toLr(Z), 
denoted by the same symbol. It is clear from hypothesis that I\ Elf Jim < 11 f Ilrn , 
for f E Ll(Z) n La(Z) and that the extension is seen to be positive. Hence 
by the preceding theorem (and Theorem Sii(a)) E,Ll(.Z) is a closed lattice so 
that A is a S-ring and E1 = E* on Ll(Z). On the other hand, if f ELM, then 
for any A E A, fyA E Ll(Z). Consequently, 
Wfvd = G(fv.4 = E(fvd = v,d-?f ), by (b). (21) 
If G = supp(Ef), then, by (c), we can conclude that G = sup{B : B E A, B C G}. 
Since EA(fvA) = plaEA( f) by the averaging property of E”, when this relation 
between G and G holds [4, Proposition 241, we conclude from (21) that 
EA(f) = E(f ), for f E L”(Z). This completes the proof. 
4. AVERAGING PROJECTIONS 
In this section we remove the positivity hypothesis of Theorem 6, in exchange 
for an averaging property and obtain a general characterization of such projec- 
tions. Such operators were always of interest from turbulence and other 
theories. They were treated extensively in [7, 9, 14, 10, 121, among others. 
In the context of a-rings, we have the following general result. 
THEOREM 8. Let E : Lp(Z) t+ Lp(Z), 1 < p < co, be a contractive projection 
which satisfies also the averaging identity 
E(f 1 E’) = Ef . Eg, for g bounded in Ls(Z). 
Then the class A = {A E Z : EVA = (PA} is a &ring and E = EA. 
683/2/4-3 
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Proof. We shall divide the proof into several steps: 
(a> II -&film < Ilf /lg , f ELV) n L”(z). 
For, let f be a bounded function in L=(z). Using an idea from [14], we prove 
this. Let g = Ef. By the averaging property E(fg) = g2 E L=(Z). By induction, 
E(fg”-l) = g”, and g” ELM f or every n > 1. Applying Holder’s inequality 
and noting that E is contractive on Lp(.Z), 
s, I g Iwp dp = j, I E(fg”-l)lp dcc < s, If IzI . I g Icn--lJ1, dp 
< [j, If I=@ dp]l’n [j”, I g lap d~](m-l”~. (2-4 
Hence 
IIP 11% d (j, If Ipn G)lin = llf II& < llf II; 3 for every 12. (23) 
If for some a > 1) f jlrn , the p-integrable set A = {w : I g(w)\ > a> is not 
p-negligible, then (23) becomes, for every n, 
Ilfkt t 11 gplIn 3 /I VAg” Iln b aP~W’n > 0. (24) 
Letting n --+ CO in (24), we have 1) f (lrn > a, contradicting the fact that u > ]I f jlDD 
(for the bounded f in Lp(C)). Hence I] Ef Jim < )I f Ijrn must be true. 
Let 9 = E[Lp(Z)), and fl = (A E ,Z : vA E 9}. We shall now prove that 
(1 is a a-ring and 9 = L=(d). 
(b) We remark that the bounded functions of Y form a dense algebra. 
In fact, if f, g E 9 are bounded, then the averaging identity implies fg E 2’. 
As for the density, if f E Y and E > 0 then f = Eg for some g E L$Z) and 
there is a bounded g, EL*@), with I/g - gC II9 < E. Let fe = E&J E 9’. By 
(a) fC is bounded and 1) f - fe (I9 < I/g -g, JIB < E since E is contractive. 
Thus bounded functions of 9 are dense. 
Hence, by Lemma 2, (1 is a S-ring. 
(c) If p(G) < co, and El = 1 E 9, we can apply, with (b), Theorem 3(iii), 
and deduce 9’ = LP(/l). Thus 9 is a lattice in this case, and min( 1, f) E 9’ 
for every f E 9. (Then the result follows from Theorem 5(i) and (iia), because 
E is an averaging operator.) 
We shall prove in the general case that 0 is still a lattice and min(l,f) E 9 
for f E 9, so that we again can apply Theorems 3 and 5 as in the special case, 
and conclude the proof. However, this involves considerable work. 
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(d) Let g E 9 be an arbitrary bounded function, and let G = supp(g). 
Define g’ = g on G, and =l on Q\G. Then we have: 
For, 
f ELqz). (25) 
v&(f~c) = vcE(fw)g/g’ = d(f~~ . gYg’> (by averaging identity), 
= ~‘c - E(fg>/g’ = F’G * E(f) . g/g’ = v&f )- 
(e) We now change the measure, using an idea of [l], and consider a larger 
space containing Lp(Z; p). Thus let dv = 1 g JP dp. Then v : Z H R+, is a 
bounded measure with support G. A function f is v measurable or integrable 
iff f 1 g ]P has the same property for IL. Also f E Lp(& V) iff f 1 g jp is p-measurable 
and 1 fg ] E Lp(Z, p). Thus Lp(Z, CL> C LP(Z, v). We next note that Q\G is 
v-negligible and that negligible subsets of G are the same for p and v. 
We define a new transformation on LP(Z, v) as 
Pf = Yd(fgYg’* f E LP(Z, v). (26) 
(1) Since Eg = g, and 1 E LP(Z, v), we note that Pl = 1 a.e. (v). 
(2) Pf = wAf 1, f ELp(Z 4. 
For, by the averaging property of E, 
Pf = wTfg)/g’ = TG . E(f > . g/g’ = d(f 1. 
(3) P satisfies the averaging identity on LP(Z, v). 
For, let f or f’ be bounded in LP(C, v). Then using (2) and (c) above, 
P(f * Pf ‘1 = P(f - b&f WI) = cp&(fw * Elf ‘M/g’, by (2% 
= d(fvGg) - E(f ‘l/g’ = i$&f~k’l . cpcE(f ‘> 
= vd(f > * v,cE(f ‘1 = P(f 1. P(f ‘1, bY @I* 
Taking f = 1 here and using (1) we deduce that P is a projection. 
(4) P is a contraction on L*(Z, v). 
For, 
= I ‘pc 1 E(fg)l”& < s) j-,lidp~~ = fnIflD& 
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since E is a contraction. Thus P is a contractive averaging projection on LP(Z, V) 
where V(Q) < co. Hence by Theorem 3(iii), P(LP(Z, v)) is a lattice, Using 
this we prove a similar property for E. 
(f) If f, f’ are bounded in 2, then E(max(f, f’)) = max(f,f’) and 
E(min(1, f)) = min(1, f). 
For, choose g, of the preceding step, as one of the bounded functions f, f’, 
E(max(f, f ‘)), E(min( 1, f )) successively. Then we have 
Pf= nAf) = wf (v a.e.), 
Pf’ = yGE(f ‘) = pGf’ (v a.e.). 
Hence, 
Ph max(f,f')) = vc max(f,f') = max(wL cpcf'). 
But Ph = vGP(h) = q,E(hg)/g’ = qoE(vohg)/g’ = p,,E(p&), so that 
WE(m+hf')) = ~N~~max(f,f')) = ~-Q'(~cmax(f,f')) 




v&min( 1, f )) = VG min(l, f ). (29) 
Since G may be the support of any of the functions involved, we deduce from 
(28) and (29) 
+-=(f,f')) = m=(f,f'), and E(min(l, f)) = min(l, f). (30) 
(g) Let now f, f' be arbitrary in B. Since the bounded functions of dip 
are dense in it, from (30), using the continuity of E and of the binary operations 
min and max, in LP, we deduce that those equations hold true in the present 
case, and hence 2 is a lattice with the property f E 2 implies min( 1, f) E dip. 
From Theorem 3(ii), dp = Lp(d), and, as noted before, the averaging 
property implies the hypothesis of Theorem S(ii(a)), so that E = EA. Thus 
the theorem is completely proved. 
The above proof shows that the hypothesis of projection on E can be slightly 
weakened in the above theorem, and the corresponding result can be stated 
as follows. 
THEOREM 9. Let E : L*(Z) H Lp(Z), 1 < p < to, be a co&active aweraging 
operator (i.e., E(f . Eg) = Ef . Eg for f or g bounded and in L*(Z)), such that 
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8 = E(Lqz)) h as a bounded support function f. which is a $x point of E. This 
means Qf E 9, then supp( f) C supp( fo) except for a negligible set and Ef, = f. . 
If A = {A E Z : q’a E 5?} then A is a 6-ring and E = EA. 
Proof. Let F = supp(f,), so that cpFE( f) = E(f) by hypothesis. As in the 
above proof we define a new measure dv = 1 f. jP dp, and note that f eLP(,Z, V) 
ifJ I ffo I ELV, d. Let fo’ = f. on F and =l on Q\F. We next define a new 
transformation P on Lp(Z, V) by the equation 
Pf = eE(fJo)lfo = M(f) = E(f ), f EL%z I*)- (31) 
Since by definition if f ELp(Z, p) then fgLp(Z, v), Eq. (31) shows that 
P 1 Lp(.X, EL) = E. Also v is a finite measure, and Pl = 1 a.e. (v). As shown 
in step (e) of the preceding theorem P satisfies the averaging identity on La(Z, v). 
Thus P is a projection, and an exact computation, as in that step (e), shows 
that it is a contractive projection also. Hence PLp(Z, v) is a lattice. 
L~~A={AE~:~~EPL”(C,V)}={AE~:PP~~A=~~}=(AE~:EP)~=P)A). 
Then n is a a-ring by Theorems 3 and 5, PLP(Z, v) = LP(A, v), and, moreover, 
P = EI’ on Lp(2, v). This means 
/,E r^dv = j-,f& A~rl,f~L’(rZ,v). (32) 
Since for f EL”(Z, p) we have Ef = Pf, we deduce that 
s,-9f-(lfol)pd~ = s,Efdv = j-,Pfdv = j-,Vfdv 
= j-,fdv = /,r IfoPdp, AEA. (33) 
But supp(f,) is also the support of 8, and, by boundedness off0 , and the 
averaging property of E, fop E 2 as well as 9)~ / f. jp E 9. Hence we have 
j-nrEfdp = jnrfh g EL”(A) f-l LP(A), f E LP(Z). (34) 
Taking g = ?A in (34), we have 
j-, Ef dp = j-,f dp, A f A, f EL*(A), (35) 
so that Ef = EAf, f ELP(A). This completes the proof. 
Remmk. Theorem 8 was proved in [14] when &?) < 00, and El = 1. 
This was generalized to the Lo-spaces on infinite measure space in [12] provided 
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there is a generalized weak unit fO such that Ef, =fO . Theorem 9 shows that, 
when fO does not have its support on all of Sz, we have to consider rings (&rings 
as here), and the u-algebras insisted in [12] does not generally obtain, without 
an additional hypothesis such as the “generalized weak unit”. Thus, in the 
D-context, these results generalize the earlier ones. 
We finally present a simple extension when the functions are vector valued. 
COROLLARY 10. Let X be a Banach space and E : L,p(Z, CL) w L,p(Z, p) be 
a contractive projection with the following property: 
(*) For each scaler function p E La(.Z, p), there exists a scaler function 
Pp’ E Lp(2, p) such that (i) E(qx) = (Pp))x, x E X, 
and (ii) E(p, . Ef) = Pp, . Ef, f EL*P(ZI) n L,“(Z). 
Then there exists a S-ring A C 2 such that E = EA. 
Proof. We first remark that, for each x E X, the equation E(px) = (Pv) * x 
defines uniquely a continuous projection operator P” : v I-+ P”p, ELP(.Z), but 
it generally depends on x. Thus our hypothesis (*) is a “uniformity” condition. 
It is clear that 11 Pp, /ID < I/ p /lB and, as noted, P is a projection operator. 
Also (ii) of (*) implies the averaging property for P. In fact, for ~JJ’, 1+5 EL”(Z) 
with v or # bounded (say #), we have 
P(p, . Pt,b)x = E(p, . (P#)x) = E(p, . E(#x)) = Pp - E(qh) 
= P9, * (P#)x, xcx. 
Since x E X is arbitrary, it follows that P(p . P#) = (Prp) * (P#). By Theorem 8, 
we deduce that P = EA for a a-ring A C Z. Consequently, 
E(qx) = (E‘$)x = E+px), lp E Lqz), x E x. 
This implies, from the density of such functions in &J’(c), and the properties 
of EA on L,p(Z), [4], Ef = EAf, f eLx”(Z), as was to be proved. 
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